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The prevalence of online harassment is undeniable, with 64% of U.S. citizens under the 
age of 30 having experienced some form of online harassment, and people with 
marginalized identities reporting being victimized most often (Lenhart & Zickuhr, 2016; 
Vogels, 2021). Enabled by networked Internet technologies, online harassment is a 
variety of abusive online behaviors, which target a specific person or group (Blackwell et 
al., 2017). Research suggests people are often harassed by groups connected on 
platforms who are motivated by moral outrage (Marwick, 2021). Social media 
algorithms, or computerized systems that curate, detect, and filter social media content 
based on pre-programmed model specifications, are often suggested as a scalable 
solution to reducing networked online harassment (Al-Garadi et al., 2019; Rosen, 2021; 
Taylor & Choi, 2022). Despite the vast resources dedicated to creating algorithms to 
mitigate harassment, online harassment continues to grow in frequency and severity 
(Vogels, 2021). 
  
 
Research raises concerns about the inadequacies and inequalities of algorithms as 
content moderators because these systems are blind to the social issues and concerns 
contextualizing online harassment (Musgrave et al., 2022). This critique of algorithms 
introduces questions about what is missed at the intersection of online harassment and 
algorithms. Investigating victims, perpetrators, and bystanders’ perceptions of 
algorithmic failures related to online harassment provides insight into their role 
in perpetuating online harassment.    
  
 



 

 

Algorithmic folk theories are a framework for investigating perceptions of social 
media algorithms because folk theories can shed light on how victims, preparators, and 
witnesses behave during online harassment episodes (DeVito et al., 2018). Algorithmic 
folk theories are the "intuitive, informal theories that individuals develop to explain the 
outcomes, effects, or consequences of technological systems” (Devito et al., 2017, p. 
3165). Research suggests that algorithmic folk theories inform experiences of online 
harassment (DeVito, 2022; Karzait et al., 2021; Ytre & Moe, 2021). Actionable folk 
theories inform how users adapt their behavior to meet their goals within the confines of 
algorithms, whereas demotivational theories leave no clear avenue for action (DeVito, 
2022). Given the importance of folk theories in understanding people’s behavior on 
platforms, there remains important questions about how people who have been victims, 
perpetrators, or bystanders of online harassment theorize the role of algorithms in their 
experience and how these folk theories influence their behavior. Thus, the goal of this 
research is to explore: 
 
   
RQ1: What folk theories and folk theorization do victims, perpetrators, and bystanders 
of online harassment have of algorithms?  
RQ2:  How does folk theorization impact people’s behaviors during online harassment?  
  
 
Method 
We conducted semi-structured grounded theory interviews focusing on perceptions of 
social media algorithms and their relation to online harassment. Participants were 
recruited in a large U.S. Midwest city and required to be over 18 years old. Our 
participants identified as victims, instigators, and/or witnesses of online harassment on 
social media. We interviewed 19 individuals: 16 victims, 19 witnesses, and 6 
preparators. Our sampling strategy focused on identity categories most likely to be 
victims of online harassment, such as LGBT individuals, young adults, women, and 
racial or ethnic minorities. Online harassment episodes were reported across a spread 
of social media platforms. After completing a brief introductory survey, qualifying 
participants completed Zoom interviews lasting between 60 to 80 minutes and were 
compensated $20. 
  
 
There were multiple rounds of data collection to allow flexibility for analytic work and the 
development of emergent theory (Charmaz, 2006). Interviews were transcribed 
verbatim for coding. After each interview, we conducted initial grounded theory coding 
to identify gaps in research, allowing space to adjust for analytic leads based on the 
indications of emergent theoretical categories (Glazer, 1978). Following saturation, we 
utilized focused coding to synthesize data followed by a theoretical coding process to 
invoke comprehensible and grounded conceptual findings. 
  
 
Findings 
Participants provided folk theories of online harassment they witnessed, experienced, or 
instigated as a consequence of algorithmic design. We identify four algorithmic folk 
theories: (1) the critical mass intervention theory, (2) the harassment amplifier theory, 



 

 

(3) the algorithmic virus theory, and (4) the biased protection theory. Each folk theory is 
associated with behavioral outcomes.  
  
 
First, the critical mass intervention theory finds algorithmic intervention was only 
possible when a large number of people flag a harassment incident. Conversely, if 
victims personally flag their harassment on platforms, without soliciting additional 
intervenors, they failed to receive algorithmic attention. As bystander Brianna 
experienced, “my friend reached out to me because she couldn’t get her nudes taken 
down. She needed a bunch of people to flag it to get TikTok’s attention.” Because of this 
theory, some victims worked to solicit large groups of support to receive intervening 
algorithmic moderation, whereas others without large social networks described 
helplessness. 
  
 
Next, the victims, bystanders, and perpetrators of harassment described the 
harassment amplifier theory to perceive that algorithms are designed to amplify 
harassment content because it increases engagement. As perpetrator Asher describes, 
“[Twitter’s algorithm] ranks hate or hateful comments or negative constantly over 
positive because that will get clicks.” Thus, there was widespread belief that algorithms 
actively amplify harassment, which invigorated perpetrators to increase the toxicity of 
their comments. 
  
 
Third, many victims were harassed by individuals outside of their personal networks. 
The algorithmic virus theory describes perceptions that algorithms intentionally network 
profiles and content within and across platforms, creating opportunities for harassment. 
As Alex describes, “algorithms can spread and share my profile to other people pretty 
fast, just based off of similar interests. Kind of like a virus.” Victims experienced 
algorithmic spread of their social media interactions to potential harassers, and stopping 
the spread of the hate was beyond their control. 
  
 
Last, the biased protection theory was described by victims and bystanders, which was 
the perception that algorithms fail to contextualize the harassment experienced by 
marginalized communities. As Jennifer laments, “I should be able to report disability 
hate speech. I always report those and almost never get it removed. The algorithm 
comes back and says that they review it, but it didn’t violate anything.” Despite victim 
and bystanders’ efforts, algorithms often fail to reduce harm to these groups, which 
increase feelings of marginalization on social media.  
  
 
Conclusion 
Algorithmic folk theories described by victims, witnesses, and perpetrators of online 
harassment suggest that social media algorithms perpetuate online harassment. Our 
findings contribute to algorithmic folk theories suggesting that online harassment elicits 
novel folk theories associated with communicative actions from victims, bystanders, and 
perpetrators of online harassment. Some victims and bystanders used these folk 



 

 

theories to curb online harassment; whereas perpetrators used their theories to 
increase the visibility and harm of their attacks. However, many reported their 
perceptions of algorithms can lead to unactionable behaviors, such as censorship or no 
longer reporting harassment, suggesting whether folk theories of online harassment are 
actionable and demotivational depends upon one’s positionality in online harassment: 
victim, bystander, or perpetrator. 
 
 
These folk theories also build theory on networked harassment suggesting that social 
media algorithms are experienced as amplifiers of harassment, in addition to popular 
accounts or communities (Marwick, 2021). Furthermore, victims and bystanders 
described leveraging algorithms to reach networked audiences of bystanders to end the 
harassment. Our research, ultimately, counter narratives from social media companies 
about algorithms as a scalable solution to harassment, as the lived experience of 
algorithms discourages intervention while encouraging in new types of online 
harassment and reinforcing marginalization. 
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